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ABSTRACT

The complexities of the processes involved in ErbB-mediated regulation of cellular phenotype are broadly appreciated, so much so that it might be reasonably argued that this highly studied system provided significant impetus for the systems perspective on cell signaling processes in general. Recent years have seen major advances in the level of characterization of the ErbB system as well as our ability to make measurements of the system. This new data provides significant new insight, while at the same time creating new challenges for making quantitative statements and predictions with certainty. Here, we discuss recent advances in each of these directions and the interplay between them, with a particular focus on quantitative modeling approaches to interpret data and provide predictive power. Our discussion follows the sequential order of ErbB pathway activation, beginning with considerations of receptor/ligand interactions and dynamics, proceeding to the generation of intracellular signals, and ending with determination of cellular phenotype. As discussed herein, these processes become increasingly difficult to describe or interpret in terms of deterministic models, and we review emerging methodologies to address this complexity.
INTRODUCTION

The constellation of molecular components involved in the regulation of cellular behavior by the ligands and receptors comprising the ErbB family was appreciated to be a highly integrated system comprising complex multi-pathway connections well before the term 'systems biology' was coined. The recently intensified focus on a systems view of cell signaling processes has brought this fundamental aspect of ErbB biology into even sharper relief. Our aim in this article is to focus on the quantitative treatment of this system, with emphasis on efforts coupling computational modeling with experimental measurement toward the objective of gaining insights concerning operation of this system that are not easily ascertained from intuitive observation. We presume that the reader possesses “prior knowledge” from a previous review article of this kind [1], and thus we restrict our discussion largely to publications in the past five years since that publication. Our commentary will be similarly, but not identically, organized. We begin with examination of recent advances in quantitative analysis of the ligand/receptor interaction dynamics, including effects of presentation mode (i.e., autocrine, paracrine, juxtacrine) as well as of receptor trafficking processes. We then move to discuss quantitative analysis of the consequent regulation of cell phenotypic behavior via signaling network activity, first relating ligand/receptor interactions to signals and then relating signals to behavioral responses (see Figure 1).

As a context for the magnitude and interconnectedness of the ErbB system we take the impressive ‘comprehensive pathway map’ proffered by the Kitano laboratory [2], derived from 242 earlier publications. This map comprises 322 entities involved in 211 interactions among 122 particular protein components. These proteins include the 4 Erb family receptors: ErbB1 (EGFR), ErbB2, ErbB3, and ErbB4; they also include the contemporaneously identified ErbB family ligands: amphiregulin, betacellulin, biregulin, EGF, epiregulin, HB-EGF, neuregulin 1a/1b/2a/2b/3/4, and TGFα. The additional ligand epigen has also recently been identified [3]. With respect to regulatory network intermediates, downstream of ligand/receptor couplings and upstream of their ultimately regulated processes (transcriptional, metabolic, and cytoskeletal), 32 kinases, 3 ion channels, 22 adaptors, and 6 G-protein subunits were configured into what the authors termed a “bow-tie” structure. By this the authors mean that the ligand/receptor couples
activate a large number of components in proximal manner, which subsequently converge into a more limited set of pathway intermediates traversing kinase and GTPase nodes, which then influence activities of a larger company of effectors governing metabolic, cytoskeletal, and transcriptional processes that execute cell phenotypic behaviors. This topological conceptualization of ErbB signaling has been emphasized by the Yarden laboratory [4], specifically in relation to the role of this structure in conferring various network control properties. In fact, this view of information funneled through a narrowed signaling network topology between upstream initiating receptor-level events and downstream execution processes more generally resonates with compatible notion of an identifiable set of canonical pathways – albeit highly complicated in feedbacks and interconnections, of course -- raised in earlier work [5, 6].

In one dimension of systems biology, the goal would be to continually increase the number of identified components and interactions in this network until it is completely characterized. In a complementary dimension, the goal would be to provide quantitative description of as many component levels and interaction rates as possible. An aspiration overarching both dimensions is predictive understanding of the network operation. This would take the form of constructing models capable of predicting what will happen in a yet-unperformed experiment involving the network components, and could be directed toward any of a variety of questions. Our ensuing discussion describes the recent half-decade’s accomplishments toward these goals.

**LIGAND/RECEPTOR DYNAMICS – BINDING, DIMERIZATION AND TRAFFICKING**

ErbB functionality requires ligand binding, receptor dimerization, and receptor trafficking, and variability in each process may produce differential regulation of the receptors and the downstream signals they control. Such variability is naturally created among diverse cell and tissue types with variable local expression of both ligands and receptors. Distinct ErbB ligands bind ErbB receptors with different affinities, altering the patterns and dynamics of ErbB dimer formation. In addition, the identity of the particular ligand and dimeric receptor formed influences the rate at which receptors traffic. Because of the complexity and interconnectedness of these processes, quantitative
computational models are indispensable in the effort to dissect them. We now review recent efforts along these lines.

One convenient avenue for this discussion is the topic of elevated HER2 expression and its impact on ErbB signaling. The well-established involvement of HER2 in breast cancer has led investigators to seek out the mechanisms through which its increased expression drives transformation and metastasis. One classical view holds that there is an inherent predilection of ligand-bound EGFR to interact with HER2 when the latter is present and that the resulting EGFR-HER2 heterodimers are internalization-impaired, resulting in dimers with prolonged signaling. This view is supported by the finding that EGFR-HER2 dimers appear to form more readily than EGFR homodimers when EGF is added to cells expressing both. It is further supported by experiments showing that increasing HER2 expression leads to increased residence times of EGFR at the plasma membrane. Each of these effects would in principle determine the net amounts of EGFR and HER2 present at the cell surface, but the processes are linked. To the extent that an EGFR-HER2 heterodimer does have a reduced capacity for internalization relative to EGFR homodimers, the appearance of these heterodimers in the cell will be automatically biased. To properly uncouple these processes, Hendriks et al. [7] developed a mass-action kinetic model of EGFR-HER2 dimerization and trafficking. By applying this model to results obtained from a set of human mammary epithelial cells engineered to express increasing relative amounts of HER2, Hendriks et al. [7] found that EGFR/EGFR homodimers and EGFR/HER2 heterodimers in fact form with comparable affinities and that EGFR/HER2 heterodimers traffic as individual entities at rates slower than EGFR/EGFR homodimers but faster than HER2 without the presence of EGF. Hendriks et al. [7] further concluded that normal levels of HER2 expression are at the cusp of what is required for efficient heterodimerization with EGFR, reinforcing the notion that regulation of HER2 expression levels may indeed be largely explanatory of differential cell signaling regulation resulting from HER2 over-expression. In a related publication, and working with the same human mammary epithelial cells, Hendricks et al. [8] demonstrated that HER2 over-expression increases the amount of activated EGFR at the plasma membrane by increasing the rate of EGFR recycling and decreasing rate of EGFR
internalization. While both effects were present, their model revealed that the effect on internalization was most determinative of the increased level of active EGFR at the cell surface. Interestingly, Hendriks et al. [8] were also able to use their model to successfully predict the effects of monoclonal antibody 2C4 (an inhibitor of HER2 dimerization) on EGFR and HER2 levels and compartmental locations. This important finding not only lends credence to the results of such models, but also hints at their potential importance as tools for predicting the efficacy of different molecular therapeutic design approaches.

The interpretation of the effects of expression of other ErbB receptors is subject to similar considerations, and efforts have been made to predict the broader implications of variable ErbB expression profile on dimer formation and trafficking. Shankaran et al. [9] created a deterministic model to predict formation of heterodimers and receptor trafficking based on expression profiles of ErbB1, 2, and 3. Based on independently available parameter estimates, their model predicted that expression of EGFR with HER2 or HER3 results in signaling emanating primarily from the cell surface and impairment of signal downregulation. Moreover, they predicted that simultaneous expression of HER1-3 favors the formation of HER2-3 heterodimers, thought to be particularly potent mediators of ErbB growth signals. Shankaran et al. [9] further attempted to extend the results of their model to take an important step toward providing predictive capability for cellular outcomes, in this case on the basis of the ErbB dimerization patterns, by employing a phenomenological approach. This methodology bypasses consideration of the actual signals generated and represents one possible approach for predicting actual cellular decision processes. Methodologies for connecting phenotype on the basis of multi-variate signaling data sets are described in detail later.

Variability in ligand/receptor dynamic processes may also occur in and promote disease. The set of somatic mutations in the EGFR locus recently found to correlate with sensitivity to the EGFR kinase inhibitors erlotinib and gefitinib in non-small-cell lung carcinoma provide an especially interesting example [10, 11]. The finding that these mutations promote prolonged activation of the EGFR led investigators to probe the trafficking properties of these mutants and find that they were significantly
internalization-impaired [12]. Investigators further explored the possibility that EGFR internalization impairment might more generally lead increased cellular sensitivity to EGFR inhibition and indeed found that cells expressing WT EGFR but with low rates of EGFR internalization have increased sensitivity to gefitinib relative to WT EGFR cells with normal rates of EGFR internalization. This represents another attempt to predict cellular outcome, in this case response to EGFR inhibition, to upstream events without formal consideration of intracellular signals.

Additional insight on ErbB receptor dynamics has been generated by consideration of apparent underlying design principles. Shankaran et al. [13] developed deterministic models to demonstrate that ErbB receptor downregulation and GPCR desensitization enhance the capacity of these receptors to reliably communicate information to the cell interior. In the context of the ErbB system, Shankaran et al. [13] reached the interesting conclusion that EGFR downregulation yields “low band pass filter” operation, processing inputs only below a certain critical frequency. This feature is predicted to make the system more resilient in its response to external perturbations and improve stability in a resting state. Thus, the endocytic/down-regulatory machinery, traditionally viewed as a method of signal attenuation, may also play a key role in temporal information processing. In a separate study, Shankaran et al. [14] explored the design principles of cellular receptors related to ligand transport. Their parametric analysis revealed fundamental differences in the controlling characteristics of different receptor systems. Whereas transferrin and LDL receptors are avidity controlled (where control depends on ligand capture efficiency) and vitellogenin receptor is consumption-controlled (where control depends on internalization efficiency), EGFR is a dual sensitivity receptor. This important distinction leads to the conclusion that EGFR dynamics can efficiently be controlled via modulation of ligand binding properties, ligand availability, and receptor trafficking. As we discuss throughout, evidence indeed exists that modifications of each of these processes may lead to significant alteration of ErbB function.

Significant work remains to be done in the arena of ErbB ligand/receptor dynamics. For example, new information continues to emerge on how distinct ErbB ligands mediate receptor processes. The recently published finding that amphiregulin
does not promote efficient internalization of EGFR [15], for example, begs the question of whether or not this characterisitic might enable amphiregulin with an ability to drive differential signaling related to its frequent upregulation in response to a variety of cellular stresses. Interestingly, such findings provide new opportunities to rigorously test computational models of ErbB processes as well.

**LIGAND/RECEPTOR DYNAMICS – AUTOCRINE/PARACRINE PRESENTATION**

Whereas experiments exploring effects of different ErbB expression profiles or different ErbB ligands are typically undertaken by adding saturating bolus doses of ligand to serum-starved cells, the physiological context is more likely characterized by less dramatic temporal gradients in ligand concentration set by release rates of neighboring cells or a signaling cell itself. Despite these more modest gradients, the analysis of autocrine/paracrine ErbB signaling is not a simple matter, and the complete picture of its complex nature is still evolving. Recent quantitative work elucidating the competing phenomena that determine the extent of autocrine signaling, new biological insights on novel biochemical actors, and evidence of differential phenotypic differences determined by autocrine signaling are now discussed.

In the analysis of autocrine or paracrine signaling, a fundamental question is how the rate of ligand release relates to the amount of receptor activation in a cell. Recent work clarifies that the rates of release do not uniquely determine the magnitude of induced signaling since a released ligand must be recaptured by the releasing cell. Thus, competing effects including molecular diffusive motion and ligand/receptor binding ultimately determine the probability that a released ligand rebinds to a releasing surface, and only the recaptured fraction may contribute to signal. The model put forth by Monine et al. [16] puts these considerations into a quantitative framework in order to compute ligand concentration in autocrine culture as a function of time. A unique feature of their model is direct consideration of the effects of cellular density, a factor not considered in previous models that relied upon single-cell or compartmentalization approximations, via implementation of a boundary homogenization approach. Monine *et al.* [16] validated the theory developed via comparison with stochastic simulation and
demonstrated that it could be use to correctly predict ligand accumulation data from human mammary epithelial cells with a tunable autocrine EGF release rate.

New details about autocrine signaling biology continue to emerge as well. Recently, the protein Argos was identified in *Drosophila* and shown to mitigate EGF-mediated autocrine signaling by binding to the *Drosophila* EGF-homolog Spitz in solution thereby preventing its binding to EGFR [17]. This new finding begs the question of whether or not a mammalian homolog for Argos exists and whether or not proteins with similar function might exist for other ErbB ligands. These findings present new challenges in the analysis of EGFR-mediated cell signaling experiments as well. Indeed, to the extent to which Argos-like proteins exist in solution, they too are subject to the same sorts of reaction-diffusion considerations as EGFR ligands themselves. The balance between these effects would ultimately determine the extent of autocrine signaling. A computational model of these effects was recently put forth by Reeves *et al.* [18], with results indicating that Argos is involved in modulating Spitz concentration gradients in a way that is explanatory of ectoderm patterning in the wing of *Drosophila*. The model further demonstrates that the spatial range over which Argos functions may be variable for different functions in different cellular contexts.

Other recent work provides quantitative evidence that the complexities of autocrine versus bolus dose ligand presentation are not lost in determination of cellular phenotype for *in vitro* experiments. The study by Joslin *et al.* [19] employed a system of tunable EGF release rate by utilizing fusions of the ligand ectodomain to different membrane anchoring domains that set the rate of proteolytic cleavage of the mature soluble ligand. This system permitted demonstration that increasing autocrine release of EGF in human mammary epithelial cells could drive increasingly efficient cellular migration in a monolayer and this phenotype was directly related to the ability of autocrine signaling to drive more sustained ERK signaling compared to bolus dosing. Interestingly, the authors found that differential ERK activation mediated by autocrine signaling had no impact on cellular proliferation. The findings of this study have obvious important implication for thinking about cellular function *in vivo*, but they warrant consideration for the design and interpretation of *in vitro* experiments as well. The finding that the migration phenotype was significantly enhanced in the presence of
autocrine release potentially suggests that the functions mediated by EGFR might be even more important than previously thought. This study also highlights the care required in attributing an effect to one signaling pathway or another. While increasing autocrine release rate promoted ERK activity and migration, it also resulted in greatly diminished apparent EGFR levels. Thus, on the basis of a protein-based assay alone, one might be mistakenly led to believe that the relative importance of EGFR signaling may be decreasing when in fact the decreased apparent expression level is a reflection of activation and subsequent down-regulation of the receptor.

**CUE-TO-SIGNAL DATA AND MODELS**

The first set of publications offering mathematical models representing generation of specific downstream pathway signals due to ErbB receptor/ligand interactions were by Kholodenko *et al.* [20], Haugh *et al.* [21], and Schoeberl *et al.* [22]. Each of these employed mass-action kinetic ordinary differential equation (ODE) models, comprising a relatively small number of molecular species. Kholodenko *et al.* [20] addressed activation of the Shc/Grb2 and the PLC\(_\gamma\) pathways during the initial 2 minutes following stimulation with EGF at low and high concentrations; Haugh *et al.* [21] analyzed PLC\(_\gamma\)-mediated hydrolysis of PIP2 during a 30-minute period following stimulation with either EGF or TGF\(\alpha\) across a range of dose concentrations; Schoeberl *et al.* [22] focused on activation of ERK during a 1-hour period following EGF stimulation at low and high concentrations. All these models restricted their attention to signals generated by EGFR-EGFR homodimers. In each of these efforts, the most notable features were the highly transient nature of downstream pathway activities and the nonlinear relationships between the degree of EGFR activation (characterized by phosphorylation level) and the degree of downstream pathway activation.

Major advances beyond this early body of literature, over the past half-decade, have come from three aspects of expansion of this kind of ODE modeling approach. One aspect is inclusion of other ErbB receptor family members, especially ErbB2 and ErbB3 (relatively little is still known about ErbB4), and EGF family ligands that induce homodimeric and heterodimeric interactions among them. A second aspect is simultaneous incorporation of multiple downstream pathways within a given model.
Birtwistle et al. [23] demonstrated both of these aspects, building on the original Kholodenko framework by including the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK and the PI3K/Akt pathways as extensions of the receptor-proximal Shc/Grb2 activation events; the PLC\(\gamma\) pathway was discarded, however. Differences were found in ERK and Akt activity dynamics for HRG stimulation relative to EGF stimulation, especially with respect to effects of pharmacological inhibition of the ERK or Akt pathways. While the model could be satisfactorily fit to experimental measurements of ERK and Akt activity dynamics downstream of both EGF and HRG stimulation, it encountered difficulty in predicting the drug inhibition effects. The latter is not surprising, given the complex cross-talk interconnections between kinase pathways – many of which almost certainly remain to be elucidated.

A third aspect of advance has been to more explicitly address the effects of receptor/ligand trafficking processes on downstream signaling dynamics. The importance of this facet has become clear as investigators have broadened their attention to longer time-periods of signaling network activity. Resat et al. [24] developed a novel Monte Carlo stochastic simulation of EGFR homodimer activity and induction of downstream signals, with emphasis on the effects of endocytic internalization and pH-sensitive endosomal ligand/receptor complex dissociation. They spliced the original Kholodenko et al. [20] model for Shc/Grb2 into their receptor/ligand dynamics simulation, and found significant differences for EGF-elicited signaling in comparison to TGF\(\alpha\)-elicited signaling. Most notably, pathways activated primarily by plasma membrane-associated receptor/ligand complexes were found to be elevated for EGF stimulation relative to TGF\(\alpha\) stimulation. These differences arose from the enhanced dissociation of TGF\(\alpha\)/EGFR complexes relative to EGF/EGFR complexes, due to the greater pH sensitivity of the former. Hendriks et al. [25] considered how overexpression of HER2 alters the activity of ERK downstream of EGF stimulation over a 2-hour time period, during which the modulation of EGFR-EGFR homodimers and EGFR-HER2 heterodimers by endocytic trafficking processes has significant effects. It had been previously observed that ERK signaling is elevated in HER2-overexpressing cells, such as found in many breast cancers, but the mechanism for this elevation was unclear; for instance, speculation had been raised in various quarters that HER2
possesses an unusually strong capability to activate the ERK pathway. Hendriks et al. [25] used a combination of quantitative experimental measurement and mathematical modeling to ascertain that this was not the case, but rather in fact that EGFR-EGFR homodimers and EGFR-HER2 heterodimers each lead on a per capita basis to essentially identical levels of ERK activity. Moreover, they showed that HER2 heterodimerizes to EGFR with essentially identical association equilibrium constant as EGFR homodimerizes with itself, rather than having an especially high proclivity for interactions with other ErbB members. Finally, they determined that the ratios of ERK activity to EGFR-EGFR homodimer or EGFR-HER2 heterodimer numbers depends on EGF stimulation concentration, with lower ratios for higher EGF concentrations; this result was consistent with the nonlinear, asymptotically saturating dependence of downstream signaling on receptor activity previously found for EGFR-EGFR homodimers.

Substantially ahead of the computational modeling progress on understanding how signals are generated by ErbB receptor/ligand interactions are the experimental measurement advances of the past half-decade. These advances have come from two important technologies in the phosphoproteomic arena: mass spectrometry, and protein microarrays. Major contributions in phosphoproteomic mass spectrometry applications to the ErbB system have been provided by the Mann laboratory [26, 27] and the White laboratory [28-30]. Blagoev et al. [26] employed stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) to identify proteins differentially phosphorylated under EGF stimulation relative to control conditions, with selective emphasis on proteins that directly interact with phosphorylated EGFR or phosphorylated Shc by probing cell lysates with an antibody enriching for this category. They identified 28 such proteins whose phosphorylation state was increased by EGF treatment. The later Olsen et al. [27] study also employed SILAC methodology but without the limiting antibody enrichment, and found almost 900 phosphopeptide sites regulated by EGF stimulation. Of these, approximately 94% were phosphothreonine or phosphoserine sites while only about 6% were phosphotyrosine sites, due to the vast stoichiometric preponderance of the former classes. The importance of phosphotyrosine sites in the ErbB network is indicated, however, by the observation that this class is more than 3-fold super-
represented in the EGF-regulated category whereas the phosphothreonine and phosphoserine classes were mildly supra-represented. Zhang et al. [30] used an alternative labeling method, termed ITRAC, to quantitatively distinguish protein phosphosite levels among diverse conditions, and focused on the phosphotyrosine class via selective antibody enrichment. Clustering analysis was applied to elucidate signaling modules sharing similar dynamics, enabling hypotheses concerning participation of previously uncharacterized phosphotyrosine sites in phenotypic cell behavioral processes. Wolf-Yadlin et al. [29] also employed the ITRAC technique, to investigate how the ErbB network is dysregulated by HER2 overexpression under conditions of treatment with either EGF or HRG. Self-organizing map analysis revealed analogous modules whose activity is differentially induced by the various ligand/receptor combinations, such as motility-related signals most strongly elicited in HER2-overexpressing cells by EGF treatment. Wolf-Yadlin et al. [28] then extended this methodology to reproducibly capture an even larger set of phosphotyrosine sites, with 208 being quantitatively assessed across 7 time-points following stimulation. Leading contributions on protein microarray applications to this system have come predominantly from the MacBeath laboratory. Jones et al. [31] created a microarray comprising 1272 SH2-binding or PTB-binding domains, and probed them quantitatively with 61 peptides representing phosphotyrosine sites derived from EGFR, HER2, and ErbB3. As with the phosphoproteomic mass spectrometry results, this new technology discovered many novel interactions even at the most proximal locus of activated receptors recruiting docking proteins that serve as connectors to multiple downstream signaling pathways. Kaushansky et al. [32] employed a similar methodology to extend this investigation further to ErbB4, identifying additional previously unrecognized interactions as well as learning that ErbB4 is much narrower in its downstream docking connectors.

In addition to these advances, a final comment should be made on the growing body of knowledge surrounding mechanisms of ErbB signal regulation, especially with regard to signal attenuation. While much of the cue-to-signal literature is focused on steps leading to signal activation, increasing attention is given to the means by which cell signaling networks are negatively regulated after activation. A noteworthy example
of such efforts is that of Amit et al. [33], who recently identified a module of negative feedback mechanisms in ErbB signaling consisting of a group of genes induced with a time delay after receptor activation. Interference with the transcriptional events leading to the induction of this feedback module generally prolonged EGFR signaling. Perhaps not surprisingly, phosphatases constituted a major element of the induced genes, and their activation was shown to be specific to the downstream pathway activated. This work, and other work discussing newly identified negative and positive feedback controllers of ErbB signaling [34, 35], points to an aspect of ErbB cue-to-signal biology that will undoubtedly receive significant attention moving forward.

Clearly, the scope of experimental data for the ErbB network signaling is increasing rapidly. This encouraging progress at the same time poses a severe challenge to modeling efforts not only in terms of the sheer number of species and interactions but, even more dauntingly, the non-trivial number of components whose associations within network connectivity maps – even those as extensive as that of Oda et al. [2] – are uncertain or even unknown. Not discussed here, due to space limitations, is the growing amount of additional data on ErbB regulation coming from new molecular level insights, for example alterations in receptor activity resulting from small mutations of high relevance to certain ErbB-mediated cancers. These data present new opportunities, and orthogonal ways, to probe ErbB biology, but they bring with them yet more challenges from modeling perspective. New efforts to intelligently reduce the scope of models [36] and deal with the multi-scale nature [37] of this system offer some hope though that the challenges posed by increased experimental data might be tractable.

SIGNAL-TO-RESPONSE DATA AND MODELS

A most problematic challenge in systems biology, in our view, is predictive understanding of how signals generated by environmental stimuli connect to phenotypic cell behavioral responses. Developing effective models for ligand/receptor interactions and for generation of signals downstream of such interactions is difficult, to be sure, but is fairly straightforward because the biochemistry can in principle be followed experimentally. In contrast, the roads from signals to phenotypic responses are at
present darkly shrouded, for many reasons. First, governance of phenotype is mediated not only by transcriptional processes but also by metabolic processes and by cytoskeletal processes. While most of post-genomic biology has focused on transcriptional processes and their regulation, how metabolic and cytoskeletal processes are regulated by signaling networks has been relatively understudied. Second, these processes executing phenotypic behaviors involves biophysical mechanisms along with biochemical mechanisms, and the former are less accessible to high-throughput technologies. Third, the regulation of these processes by signaling networks involves the coordinated activity of multiple pathways simultaneously, and perturbation of any pathway (whether by pharmacological agents or by RNAi techniques) almost necessarily leads to concomitant modulation of others, so presuming to understand or predict the effect of a particular pathway perturbation on phenotypic behavioral responses in a uni-variate way is unfortunately naïve.

Not surprisingly, then, there exist to date only few publications successfully describing predictive models for how phenotypic responses are related to signaling network activities. Moreover, these models fall in the more “abstracted” realm, compared to the more “specified” realm, of the computational modeling spectrum [38, 39]. Specified modeling approaches, such as differential equations for the physico-chemical mechanisms of biomolecular interactions, require vastly more detailed information than is available for the regulation of transcriptional, metabolic, and cytoskeletal processes, and thus is not a beckoning avenue for the foreseeable future. The more abstracted modeling approaches, such as partial least-squares regression, decision trees, Boolean/fuzzy logic, and Bayesian networks, are much more amenable to extracting relationships among network components – within the signaling pathways themselves and between the signaling pathways and ultimate phenotypic behaviors.

Nagashima et al. [40] measured phosphorylation of EGFR, ERK, and Akt in conjunction with transcriptional profiling for MCF-7 cells stimulated by either EGF or HRG, and applied a multiplicative decomposition computational analysis technique to identify gene sets whose expression is strongly correlated with one or more of these signals. Here, mRNA expression is taken as a surrogate characterization of phenotypic behavior. The key conclusion obtained is that cell differentiation fate is governed most
strongly by a late wave of signaling, transpiring in the period roughly 50 minutes to 80 minutes post-stimulation, which is more “digital” in nature than the more “graded” early signaling activities, at least for the two downstream pathways (ERK, Akt) examined.

Kumar et al. [41] applied partial least-squares regression modeling to ascertain principal components, representing quantitatively weighted combinations of signals, most strongly correlated with (or against) the phenotypic cell behaviors (proliferation, migration) measured concomitantly with the tyrosine phosphopeptide sites assessed by mass spectrometry in the previously-described study by Wolf-Yadlin et al. [29]. From the 62 phosphosites on 45 proteins quantified across six conditions (two cell types: parental and HER2-overexpressing human mammary epithelial cells; three ligand treatments: EGF, HRG, and autocrine stimulation), this analysis constructed a model comprising two principal components containing 9 phosphosites on 6 key proteins. Training the weighting coefficients on the associated data from the parental cells across the three ligand treatments yielded a model that could successfully predict the behavior of the HER2-overexpressing cells on the basis of the corresponding set of signal measurements. This quantitative combination of 9 phosphosites was proffered to provide a “network gauge”, such that its calculation from direct measurement indicates the state of the EGFR/HER2 regulatory system governing proliferation and migration of these human mammary epithelial cells across the landscape of ligand treatment conditions and HER2 expression level. It does not, of course, describe the mechanisms by which the network state is translated into transcriptional, metabolic, and cytoskeletal processes executing the observed proliferation and migration behavior, but instead merely the “information-processing algorithm” characterizing multi-pathway regulatory network operation upstream of those processes. This perspective was tested directly by Kumar et al. [42], who used an analogous partial least-squares modeling approach to predict how modulation of key kinase pathways by pharmacological inhibitors alters migration behavior of HER2-overexpressing mammary epithelial cell migration responses to EGF and HRG. The signal measurements were limited to Western blot assays for phosphorylation state of ERK, Akt, and p38, along with that of EGFR (2 phosphosites), to demonstrate utility for commonly-accessible experimental data-sets. The most important insight gained from this contribution was that whereas a quantitative
combination of these 5 phosphosites on 4 key proteins could successfully comprehend the effects of kinase inhibitors on cell phenotypic behavior across multiple treatment conditions, no individual signal could by itself. This finding emphasizes that signal-to-response relationships will in general require multiple signaling pathways to be included in the model, and that attempts to predict how cells will behave on the basis of a single pathway is most likely be in vain; previous manifestations of this crucial notion have been demonstrated in other systems (e.g., TNFα [43, 44], T-cell receptor [45]), and the ErbB system is no different.

A different modeling approach toward elucidating signal-response relationships, that of decision trees, has been applied to EGF-induced migration of fibroblast cells across a range of fibronectin concentrations [46, 47]. The experimental data-set in this study consisted of Western blot measurements of phosphorylation levels of EGFR, PLCγ, ERK, PKCδ, and MLC – the latter four residing in pathways regulating various aspects of cell motility biophysics. The decision tree constructed was able to correctly predict the biphasic dose-dependent effect of pharmacological inhibition of PKCδ; at high concentrations the inhibitor strongly suppressed migration, while at low concentrations it led to enhanced migration.

We note that these signal-response model predictions might be deemed less than completely satisfactory because they require knowledge of signaling activities in multiple pathways, such that predictions of drug effects or gene mutation effects require explicit measurement of the consequent signal modulations for maximal confidence. This situation, however, must remain the case until models for the generation of signals from ligand/receptor interactions are available across a sufficient breadth of pathways and conditions that the signal modulations can themselves be predicted rather than measured.

A final aspect of this topic to note is an increasing interest in connecting cell-level models for dependence of phenotypic functions on molecular properties to models describing higher-level tissue physiology or pathology – producing so-called “multi-scale” models. For the ErbB system, this kind of endeavor has been pursued in two main application areas: tumor pathophysiology, and developmental biology. The Shvartsman laboratory has focused on ErbB family ligand diffusion and reaction
kinetics, along with consequent receptor trafficking and signaling processes, in the context of cellular pattern formation in fly oogenesis [18, 48]. An especially fascinating feature of this system is the intricate set of feedforward and feedback loops involved in the ErbB ligand/receptor regulatory network, including signaling pathways as well as synthetic and degradative processes. These authors consider the multi-cellular tissue to be an essentially continuous field for molecular processes, permitting description in terms of spatio-temporal differential equations without requiring discrete cells as explicit entities. The Deisboeck laboratory, on the other hand, has used an “agent-based” framework in which individual cells exhibit particular behaviors, to model tumor cell proliferation and migration in glioma [49] and non-small cell lung cancer [50]. Although only a limited set of signaling pathways were incorporated in all these models, their explicit presence in governing phenotypic behaviors of multi-cellular populations within a tissue environment represents an important advance.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Perhaps not surprisingly, our current level of understanding of ErbB regulatory processes appears most complete for the most receptor-proximal events. Details surrounding the dynamics of receptor/ligand dynamics are well-characterized and involve a relatively small number of molecular interactors. In contrast, the connection between the signals generated by ErbB receptors and the cellular processes they control is much less well-defined. Whereas quantitative deterministic models can be implemented with some confidence at the most receptor-proximal levels, we currently depend mostly upon data-driven approaches to describe more downstream connections to cellular phenotype. It is tempting to predict that eventually the ErbB system will be sufficiently characterized that deterministic methods will be fully applicable to describe ErbB-mediated events, but achievement of that goal remains distant. It is furthermore unclear that such a task is necessary to undertake as data-driven approaches show promise in their predictive ability. Thus, it is possible that these two modeling approaches will essentially meet in the middle at a point where each has been informed by the other and further refinement of the deterministic details is either unnecessary or simply not possible.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the interconnected processes leading to determination of cellular behavior by ErbB receptors. ErbB cue strength and dynamics are set by the mode of ligand presentation, dimerization patterns, receptor trafficking, and avidity of ligand/receptor binding. Ligand-bound receptors activate intracellular signaling pathways, leading to modulation of cellular responses including regulation of transcription/translation, metabolism, cytoskeletal processes, and other measurable phenotypic behaviors.